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Abstract-Some timing results on the performance of a new decomposition method for solving sym- 
metric system equations are reported. A scheme to achieve balance in the distributing of operations 
with arithmetical complexities onto employed processors is also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most scientific and engineering problems can be approximated into a system as 
PI{X~ = {W> (1) 
where [A] is symmetric. Among the solution techniques, the iterative methods such as Conjugate 
Gradient, Gauss-Seidel, and Jacobi methods, are most popular [l] in parallel environments in 
which the iterative methods can be easily transferred into parallel procedures with less degree 
of data dependence. However, the iterative methods conditionally converge. For an indefinite 
system, the iterative methods cannot provide a convergent solution. Consequently, the direct 
methods has become the main tools for general purpose of application. The object in this paper 
is to implement a new direct method derived by Luo [2] on an Alliant/FX8 computer. 
The author’s decomposition can decompose a symmetric matrix [A] of order (n x n), not [A]-‘, 
into [L], [D], and [LIT such that the product of the decomposed matrices is its inverse as 
[Al-’ = LWWIT, (2) 
where [L] and [D] are lower triangular and diagonal matrices, respectively. Based upon Equa- 
tion (2), the solution {X} of Equation (1) is computed by three matrix-vector multiplications 
as 
IX] = [~IPIWW (3) 
This new class of decomposition not only provides an easier procedure but also shows a way 
to parallel implementations. Since [A] is symmetric, storing the lower triangular matrix and 
the diagonal elements,is enough. One of the advantages of the author’s decomposition is that 
Lij (i > j) can share the computer memory with Aij and Dii can share the computer memory 
with Aii. The diagonal elements of [L] are unit values. The feature that [L] and [D] share the 
computer memory with [A] can save the computational costs. With a temporary vector {S} of 
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order n, the procedures [2] for Equations (2) and (3) can be summarized as: 
(Author’s Decomposition) For j : n + 1 with step (-l), do the steps (a)-(c): 
n 
(a)si-&j+ c Lki*Lkj, where i : (j + 1) --+ n (4) 
k=i+l 
Cb) Ojj - D.. _C;,j+;s 
11 k* k* 
s D kk 
i-l 
(C) Lj - -Si * Dii - C Lik * Sk * Dkk, where i : (j + 1) 4 n (6) 
k=j+l 
(Matrix-Vector Multiplications) 
n 
(d) Si + Xi + c Lji *Xj, where i : 1 + n (7) 
j=i+l 
(e) Si + Si * Dii, where i : 14 n (f4 
i-l 
(f) Xi - Si +CLij *Sj, 
j=l 
where i : 1 + n (9) 
If the denominator of the right side of Equation (5) is zero, then matrix [A] is singular. This 
paper will study a way to implement the above procedures in parallel. 
2. A DISTRIBUTION SCHEME 
The essential idea for parallel implementations is to distribute operations without data de- 
pendence onto employed processors. Obviously, less degree of data dependence provides better 
parallelism. It can be seen that only Equation (5) takes fewer degree of data dependence in which 
C;=j+l Sk *Sk *Dkk can be divided into approximate-equal-operation segments and then are im- 
plemented concurrently. The other Equations (4) and (6)-(g) h s ow a perfect parallelism without 
data dependence, for example in Equation (4) where each left side component Si (i : j + 1 + n) 
can be computed independently. This kind of data independence shown in Equations (4) and 
in (6)-(g) makes the overall procedure an almost perfect parallelism. The underlying subject is 
how to distribute, in a balanced way, independent operations onto the employed processors. 
Let 1, be the lower bound of components and 11 be the upper bound of components, for 
example in Equation (4), where Is = j + 1 and Ii = n. Since each equation contains at most 
one C, the operations for computing components in an equation form an arithmetical series, 
for example in Equation (4), where Sj+i takes n - j - 1 multiplications, Sj+z takes n - j - 2 
multiplications, . . , , and so on. This section will introduce a distribution scheme to distribute, 
in a balanced way, operations with arithmetical complexities onto processors. Let NP be the 
number of employed processors and let IP be the processor number. IP is numbered from 1 to 
NP. The component identified by subscript I and distributed to processor IP can be determined 
by the following algorithm: 
(Initial Index) 
1=1,+10-l 
A = 2 * NP - (2 * & - 1) 
(Subsequent Indices) 
I-I+A 
If (I > Ii) stop 
A-2*Np-A 
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Table 1. Number of multiplications and employing processor. 
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Component Ss Ss S7 S, Sg so Sll SlZ s13 s14 s15 SlS 
Number Of 
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Multiplications 
Processor 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 
Table 2. Perfo rmance for solving a system of order (128 x 128). 
Number of User Time System Time Total Time Speedup Efficiency 
Processors (sec.) (sec.) (sec.) (%) 
1 4.39 0.00 4.39 1.00 100.0 
2 2.21 0.00 2.21 1.99 99.5 
4 1.14 0.00 1.14 3.85 96.3 
8 0.61 0.00 0.61 7.20 90.0 
Table 3. Performance for solving a system of order (1024 x 1024). 
Number of User Time System Time Total Time Speedup Efficiency 
Processors (sec.) (s-) (sec.) (Q/o) 
1 2625.34 0.00 2625.34 1.00 100.0 
I 2 I Y3oZ 1 0.00 I 1309.74 I I 2.00 100.0 I 
4 653.64 0.00 653.64 4.02 100.0 
8 332.51 0.00 332.51 7.90 98.8 
Table 4. Performance for solving a system of order (2048 x 2048). 
Number of User Time System Time Total Time Speedup Efficiency 
Processors (sec.) (sec.) (sec.) (Q/o) 
1 22597.97 0.00 22597.97 1.00 100.0 
2 11200.74 0.00 11200.74 2.02 100.0 
4 5610.38 0.00 5610.38 4.03 * 100.0 
8 2877.56 0.00 2877.56 7.85 98.1 
If the number of components is an even multiple of the number of processors, then the compu- 
tations can be distributed with balance onto processors. For example, if we use 3 processors to 
compute the components in Equation (4) ranging from 5 to 16 in a system of order (16 x 16). 
The components computed by processor 1 (Ip = 1) can be determined as follows: Initially 
I = 1 + 5 - 1 = 5 and A = 5; then I t 5 + 5 = 10 and A = 6 - 5 = 1; next I c 10 + 1 = 11 
and A = 6 - 1 = 5; next I c 11 + 5 = 16 and A = 6 - 5 = 1; finally I c 16 + 1 = 17 > 1, 
such that Ss, Sis Sii, and Sis are computed by processor 1 (Ip = 1). Similarly, the components 
respectively computed by I,, = 2 and Ip = 3 can be determined. The number of multiplications 
and the processing processor for each component is shown in Table 1, from which it can be seen 
that each processor computes 22 multiplications. By the distribution scheme, the computations 
of Equations (4) and (6)-(g) can efficiently and in a balanced way be distributed in a parallel 
environment. 
3. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS 
Three tests of order (128 x 128), (1024 x 1024), and (2048 x 2048) were carried out on an 
Alliant/FX8 computer, whose timing results indicate that the author’s decomposition provides 
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a very effective mathematical foundation to solve symmetric system equations, which can be 
distributed with balance onto processors by the scheme introduced previously. All the efficiencies 
with up to 8 processors are over 90%. For large scale problems, the efficiencies are very closed to 
the perfect 100%. This study confirms that the author’s decomposition is a parallelizable direct 
method. 
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